Aug. 25 1st Steering Committee

[Date]
- August 25 (Tue) 16:00 – 17:45

[Online]
- Zoom

[Participants]
- Corporation: Konica Minolta, Yokogawa Electric, Takenaka, KOSE, NEC, Meidensha, Kurita Water, Janssen Pharmaceutical, Nikken Lease Kogyo, MIZUHA

[Agenda]
- Member self introduction & feedback of trainees’ comments
  - Group consisting of several members enjoys good opportunity of discussing with people from different organizations. On the other hand, group consisting of one member would like to have other members.
  - Viewpoint of theme and business expanded through the approach from SDGs social problems.
  - Spot consulting like Visasq and GLG was useful and provided stimulation.
  - Consideration was requested to increase themes other than healthcare.
- Status of “Basic & Team Building Phase” (introduction of themes)
  - 35 people, 16 sub-groups are researching problems by utilizing spot consulting.
- Explanation of “Advanced Phase”
  - Overseas training will start from November. Start remote mentoring by US mentors. (need English skills)
- Procedure for “Advanced Phase”
  - Application form
  - Signing of written oath